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Light  Scattering  for  the  Masses™

Long-Term Reproducibility of SEC-MALS

he reproducibility of results generated in any ana-
lytical laboratory is one of the most important
measures of the quality of work and the reliability

of an analytical instrument’s performance. Long-term
reproducibility, for example, is extremely critical in manu-
facturing and quality control.

Reproducibility is often evaluated from multiple
measurements performed within a single day. Favorable
results from such measurements are reported by instru-
ment manufacturers without mentioning the long-term
changes of instrument performance and the influence
of different laboratory conditions upon the results. In
this application note, however, a long-term reproducibil-
ity study of an SEC-MALS method is reported based on
the data collected at an independent analytical labora-
tory during a five-year period. To our knowledge, no simi-
lar studies have ever been performed on any other light
scattering instruments.

Two light scattering detectors (DAWN-F and
miniDAWN) were used for the characterization of a
broad polystyrene sample. The measurements were car-
ried out with different numbers of mixed-bed SEC col-
umns over five years. THF was used (at a flow rate of
1 mL/min ) as the mobile phase for all analyses. The
laboratory temperature varied from 18 o to 28 oC.

The molar mass averages are summarized in Table
1. The slope of the root mean square radius versus molar
mass plot, an important characteristic of polymer con-
formation, is also listed in the table. Figure 1 illustrates
an overlay of four cumulative distribution curves, mea-
sured at various dates with different numbers of columns.
The data show excellent long-term reproducibility of
molar mass and slope of the conformation plot.

No significant effects from the number of SEC col-
umns and the MALS detector were observed—even over
five years. The results suggest strongly that MALS de-
tectors provide extraordinary reproducibility from day-
to-day, month-to-month, and year-to-year, with mini-
mal influence from the chromatographic conditions.

Figure 1. Overlay of 4 cumulative distribution curves measured
during a 5-year period  .
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49/03/11 D/1 521 633 45.0

59/61/2 D/1 721 533 65.0

69/92/3 D/1 331 033 55.0

69/01/7 D/2 821 523 75.0

89/2/2 D/3 721 533 65.0

89/42/2 D/3 921 533 55.0

89/03/4 D/2 421 433 75.0

89/61/21 Dm/3 821 533 85.0

89/91/21 Dm/2 131 933 75.0

89/12/21 Dm/1 531 143 85.0

99/1/4 Dm/2 831 233 65.0

99/32/4 D/2 041 643 65.0

99/3/6 Dm/2 031 823 95.0

99/62/01 Dm/2 021 833 55.0

]%[DSR 2.4 6.1 5.2

Table 1. The summary of the molar mass averages obtained over the
five year testing period.


